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REPORT TO Communities P.D.G.   

REPORT OF:  Business Manager Housing

REPORT NO: BMH 107

DATE:   10th March 2016
  
TITLE: SKDC Final Draft Housing Allocations Policy 

KEY DECISION  
OR POLICY 
FRAMEWORK 
PROPOSAL:

Policy framework proposals
The existing allocations policy, which introduced a banding system, has 
been in operation since September 2013. As well as incorporating 
legislative changes and good practice, the new policy aims to address a 
number of omissions and be more explicit in conveying to customers and 
other partner agencies the criteria against which individuals/households 
were prioritised.

The principles behind the revised allocations policy are:

 Reduction of voids
 Making best use of stock
 Taking account of need across the district
 Enabling those in the most need to have priority
 Facilitating sustainable communities
 Enabling mobility
 Acknowledging behaviours

EXECUTIVE 
MEMBER: 
NAME AND 
DESIGNATION:

Councillor Frances Cartwright
Exec Member for Housing

CONTACT 
OFFICER:

Lisa Barker 

INITIAL 
IMPACT
ANALYSIS:

Equality and 
Diversity

Carried out and 
Referred to in paragraph (7) below
EI assessment due to be carried out on 3rd 
March

Full impact assessment
Required:
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FREEDOM OF 
INFORMATION 
ACT:

This report is publicly available via the Your Council and  Democracy link on 
the Council’s website: www.southkesteven.gov.uk

BACKGROUND 
PAPERS

1. Presentation to Communities PDG on 19th November 2015 and 
minutes of this meeting.

2. SKDC Housing Allocations Policy Review for Special Meeting 19th 
January 2015

1. RECOMMENDATIONS

That subject to final consultation with the PDG, the policy document is circulated to 
external partners for formal consultation.

2. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

To advise the PDG of progress towards the development of a new Allocations Policy, 
the consultation framework and timetable.

3. DETAILS OF REPORT 
The current allocations scheme was agreed by Cabinet on 4/3/13 and implemented on 
23/9/13.  In accordance with section 20 of the Allocations Policy 2013 a review of the 
policy is to be carried out 12 months after implementation.  It is also good practice to 
regularly review and amend the policy in line with any legal changes or case law 
updates.  The intervening period has allowed for the scheme to be tested and has 
raised some issues in relation to its operation. The current policy is too generalised and 
open to challenge on several levels.  Most notably the decision to exclude an applicant 
from the register is currently made by one officer and open to legal challenge. The 
intention is to implement a refreshed Allocations Policy using the findings of the recent 
review.

The revised Allocations Policy has addressed issues on which the current policy is 
silent and has proposed changes to other features. The revisions also make the policy 
more robust and transparent. The changes and new entries are identified in the tables 
below.

Table 1 - New Items

To award greater priority to those social tenants who are under-occupying social housing.
Provide a clear procedure on when and why applications are refused access to the register or 
reduced in priority.  The policy is to be more transparent on the decision making process.  Right 
to review also made clear and robust.
Higher priority to be awarded to potentially homeless applicants who have received a valid 
notice to vacate their current accommodation.  This will help to reduce the number of statutory 
homeless duties. 
Applicant’s assets and income levels are to be taken into consideration and applicants may be 
excluded or reduced in priority depending upon the resources available to them, to find their 
own accommodation.
Make provision for Right to Move within the policy
To include provision for witness protection and harassment/threat of violence
Management priority and direct offers – power to award additional priority e.g. for households 
who have multiple/complex needs and to make better use of housing stock.
Current policy is silent on local connection criteria for the ex-spouses of serving HM Forces 

http://www.southkesteven.gov.uk/
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personnel.  Not all have a local connection to anywhere in the UK due to living abroad for many 
years and no longer having immediate family who may provide them with a local connection. 
Proposal to introduce an exemption for ex-spouses of HM Forces personnel who do 
automatically satisfy the Council’s local connection criteria.  We propose this exemption will 
only apply for a limited time following the divorce/separation.  This proposal was made following 
a request from the Lincolnshire Armed Forces Community Covenant and the Army Families 
Federation.

           Table 2 – Changed Items

Existing Proposed
The current policy lacks detail and 
therefore open to challenge from 
customers and partners.  Officers 
frequently have to explain and justify 
banding decisions due to lack of 
explanation within the policy.

New policy provides substantially more 
detail to increase transparency on how 
decisions are made, when and by whom.

Applicants have a local connection if they 
have lived in SKDC area 6 months 
preceding application or 3 out of the last 5 
years.  

Increase this to living in SKDC for 2 years 
preceding the application to bring this in 
line with the Secretary of States 
recommendations.

Social tenants under-occupying social 
housing currently only given band 3 
priority

Propose to increase priority for under-
occupation in line with the priority 
awarded for overcrowding

Current policy allows for refused access 
to the register, however, it is not very 
clear and open to challenge, therefore 
very rarely used.

Proposed policy is provides greater detail 
on the why an applicant may be refused 
access, who will make those decisions 
and how.  There is a clearer right to 
review the decision also.

Current policy allows for applicants to be 
refused access or awarded reduced 
priority if they own their own home or 
have savings of over £16K.

New policy proposes in addition to 
excluding/reducing priority for home 
ownership and saving that we also 
consider refusing access to households 
with a single income over £30K or joint 
income households where income is over 
£50K. Still refusing/reducing priority for 
assets over £16K and home ownership.

Current policy is silent on several 
categories.

Propose introduction of priority issues 
including regeneration, harassment, threat 
of violence and witness protection

Current policy is inflexible and allows little 
opportunity for management discretion or 
direct offers.  Policy is almost silent apart 
from one line in the banding table that 
says “any case agreed by management to 
have an exceptional need to move” but no 
indication as to what would be considered 
exceptional.

New policy to provide more detail on when 
management can award additional priority 
on the register e.g. for those households 
with multiple/complex needs that are not 
already provided for within the policy.  
Transfer applicants that do not fall into 
one of the reasonable preference 
categories can be dealt with outside of the 
allocations policy. Communities PDG 
supported this approach as it enables an 
authority to make the best use of its stock. 
Work has commenced to scope how 
internal transfers will be managed.
Direct offers may be used to make best 
use of housing stock for example to offer 
a property to an applicant who may not be 
the next person eligible for that property 
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because it is good business sense.  This 
category will be monitored closely to avoid 
inappropriate use and increase 
transparency.

Right to Move criteria was introduced by 
the government in 2015 and has not been 
incorporated into the existing policy as yet 
although is adhered to in practice. 

Propose the inclusion of the Right to Move 
criteria for those applicants currently living 
outside of SKDC and who do not have a 
local connection.  The Right to Move 
requires local authorities to make 
provision within their allocation policies to 
allow for a quota of applicants who satisfy 
the eligibility criteria to be exempt from the 
normal local connection requirements due 
to employment/possible financial hardship 
if they do not move to SKDC. 

In developing the policy, the housing team have consulted with:

 PDG Communities – 2 sessions:  PDG has requested that they have sight of 
the final draft document before the main consultation period commences.

 Internal stakeholders: legal services, tenancy management, asset 
management, repairs, environmental health, planning, housing options team 
and community safety.

Once PDG have had the opportunity to make any final comments, the document will be 
circulated to stakeholders for consultation.  Stakeholders include:

 RSL’s with housing stock in management in the district
 Lincolnshire district councils
 SK Homeless Forum
 Tenant’s Panel
 Councillors – 2 sessions will be scheduled
 Lincolnshire Community and Voluntary Service
 A copy will be placed on the website alongside opportunities to respondents to 

provide feedback

It is proposed to award the full three months consultation to this project.  This is to 
enable sufficient time to allow the proposals contained in the Housing and Planning 
Bill, currently going through Parliament to be understood.  We aim to start the 
consultation in April until June 2016.  Once the consultation period has closed, the 
policy will be amended to take into account the views of consultees.

A final policy will be presented to the council’s Executive for approval.

4. OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED

It is a statutory requirement for local authorities to develop and publish a Housing 
Allocations Policy.

           
Government policy and the law have changed.  These changes need to be reflected in 
the Councils adopted Allocations Policy. 

5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
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Modest resources will be required for the development of a revised policy and      
predominantly involves staff time. A small allocation has been provided by government 
to account for IT changes required as a result of changing government policy.

         6. RISK AND MITIGATION 

Risk has been considered as part of this report and any specific high risks are included 
in the table below:

Category Risk Action / Controls
The current policy is open to 
challenge and possible 
damage to the Council’s 
reputation.

Revise the current policy to increase 
transparency

7. ISSUES ARISING FROM IMPACT ANALYSIS

An Impact analysis will be undertaken on the final revised policy

8. CRIME AND DISORDER IMPLICATIONS

Crime and Disorder issues will be considered in the final revised policy. 

9. COMMENTS OF FINANCIAL SERVICES

Any additional costs associated with this review will be met from existing resources.  
Should there be financial implications that would have an impact on the 30 year 
business model then these will be modelled as part of the review.

10. COMMENTS OF LEGAL AND DEMOCRATIC SERVICES

10.1 The Council’s policy must meet the requirements of the existing legislation and 
government guidance in respect of allocations. In particular, the policy must have 
regard to the Housing Act 1996 as amended by the Localism Act 2011. 

10.2 The effects of the amendments brought in by the Localism Act 2011 are that: 

 Local housing authorities in England the power to determine what classes of persons 
are or not qualifying persons to be allocated social housing;

 Allow local housing authorities considerable discretion in giving preference to certain 
groups and allows additional preference to be given to applicants such as those in 
work, those making a contribution to the local community or foster carers; 

 Maintain certain classes of persons who must be give reasonable preference for an 
allocation; 

 Disqualify certain classes of applicants (mainly those subject to immigration control) for 
allocation; 

 Prevent disqualification of members of HM Armed Forces for the lack of local 
connection;

 Take the existing social tenants out of the scope of Part 6 of the Housing Act 1996 for 
the purposes of transfers, with the exception of those who have reasonable preference. 

10.3 It is a requirement that all relevant stakeholders and Council Members are consulted 
on the proposed changes.

10.4 Any proposed changes must comply with the Council duty under the equalities act and 
any other relevant duty and, an equality impact analysis must be completed.   
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Legal Considerations

10.5 Any amendments to the allocations policy require a consultation period which can vary 
from 2 weeks up to 12 weeks depending upon the nature impact of the proposal 
(Consultation principles – www.gov.uk)

10.6 Any changes have been made with regard to the following:

 Housing Act 1985
 Housing Act 1996 parts VI and VII
 Homelessness Act 2002
 Localism Act 2011
 Allocation of Accommodation: guidance for local housing authorities in England 

2012
 Allocating Social Housing (England) 11 March 2015 
 Allocating Social Housing (England) 8 Jan 2014
 Statutory Instrument – The Allocation of Housing (Qualification Criteria for Armed 

Forces Personnel( (England) Regulations 2012
 Statutory Instrument – Right to Move March 2015
 Armed Forces Community Covenant

11. COMMENTS OF OTHER RELEVANT SERVICES

12.     APPENDICES:

http://www.gov.uk/

